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Introduction

Resilient means to create a sustainable condition.Not just short-term actions 
to solve the immediately problems but long-term steady plan to maintain both 
artificial and natural environment.

Micro-self-healing
The process of spontaneous renovates from the most basic unit.

Owing to urban and rural development gap in Philippines,infrastructure 
in remote areas are generally imperfect,and urban system are not strong 
enough.When the towns,especially the coastal ones face the natural 
disasters,it's difficult to come over the resources,and residents should 
not always rely on others to rescue.In this situation,micro-self-healing 
mechanism is the best way to help them recover their own living condition.

By individually self-healing action,trying to establish a micro-subsistence 
system,re-create interaction between people,intensify community 
cohesion,enhance the ability to adapt to the environment and generate 
self-worth identity,these are critical factors of creating the sustainable 
resilient city.

<http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3148193/Beneath-poverty-line-Children-Philippines-risk-lives-
sifting-floating-rubbish-filthy-rivers-material-sell-survive.html>
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I.  Condition Identify
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I. Condition Identify
1.     Micro-cohabitation under Material/Social Cycles
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I. Condition Identify
2.     Vernacular Micro-identity
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<http://www.earthdecks.net/plastic/>
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II.  Problem Statement
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II. Problem Statement
1.     Unbalanced Ecosystem

Unbalanced Ecosystem

City as an ecosystem.

A stable ecosystem includes producer,consumer and disintegrator.
Missing any part of above three elements will affect the entire system,destroy 
the stable development of the city.

Rapid city expansion of Philippines results a lot of social problems.
For a long time,there's no proper decomposition mechanisms to deal with 
these chaos.
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II. Problem Statement
2.     Waste Recycling System

Waste Recycling System

"Waste Recycling System"is the disintegrator in urban system.

Perodic flooding disasters cause the reversal of surface substances,extremely 
affect the operation of waste recycling,directly or indirectly caused various 
negative social phenomena.
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II. Problem Statement
3.     Agents

-rider(tricycle)

 Practical: basic means of transport
                 high mobility/accessibility

   Symbol: labor behavior
                 community care

-student(school)

 Practical: public space with large hinterland
                 transportation nodes

   Symbol: education responsibility
                 community cohesion

-waste(plastic)

 Practical: the maximum amount of consumer goods.

   Symbol: reflect the social structure(population,economic,
                 industry......)

Agents

Waste,student and rider will be the trigger of self-healing mechanism in the 
new system.

These three agents can be divided into "materiality" and "social" one,each 
of them has the existing system.By repairing the materiality part of existing 
system,to create a new social condition.

13
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III.  Potentials 
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III. Potentials
1.     Site Context

Site Context

Inconvenient traffic
The site is located in remote areas of the northwest side of Valenzuela city,there's only 
one main connecting road to the city center.

Waterfront
The north and east side are Meycauayan and Polo river,and acess to Manila Bay via the 
wetlands in the west side,there's a close relationship with the natural environment.

Crowded residential
Compared to the extensive eastern industrial zone,there's almost living space on the 
site,and according to estimates,the population will continue shifted in the future.

Lack of waste recycling facilities
There is few waste recycling related facilities on the site,most of them are concentrated 
in the estern industrial zone.

䴀愀椀渀 刀漀甀琀攀
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III. Potentials
2.     Micro-material/social Cycling Mechanism

Micro-material/social Cycling Mechanism

Self-handling
Industrialization process,location of treatment facilities deliberately segments,and 
advocacy ineffective,caused the completely divorce between waste recycling and the 
daily lives of residents.Only by re-attaching to the mechanism,space and education can 
help residents build the concept of self-handling.

Via the micro-cycling mechanism,the new system will be integrated with the new living 
space on site,combining with daily life.

<http://www.jacobimages.com/2012/08/providing-educational-opportunities-to-scavenger-children>
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Periodic typhoon brought heavy rainfall.Sea water intrusion resulted in spate,caused 
flooding and excess surface flow inland. Although part of living space are threaten,flood 
provides a natural driving force,can promote the flow and reversal of surface 
substances.

The system will be set in the interface of flood 
prone area and the direction of drain,generating 
new relationship by the periodic flood events.

There will be 3-4 months of rainfall season 
every year,and the monthly cumulative rainfall 
can be up to 510 mm.

Flooding to Micro-material/social Flow
_Periodic flooding events

III. Potentials
3.     Four Potentials
3-a     Flooding to Micro-material/social Flow

<https://www.theguardian.com/world/gallery/2009/sep/28/philippines-philippines>
<https://weather-and-climate.com/average-monthly-Rainfall-Temperature-Sunshine,Manila,Philippines>
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Knowledge as Community Catalyst
_Educational activities

III. Potentials
3.     Four Potentials
3-b     Knowledge as Community Catalyst

The school will be the core space of the new 
system,and become the various regional 
organization.

The system of three shifts perday make the 
opportunities for students and local residents 
to have a short interactive learing and 
communication.

Not just be the location for students to studys,schools also play a central role in the 
community.With relatively complete system,providing regional service,and also support 
each other.Through the transfer of knowledge to instill proper perspective and achieve 
community cohesion.

<http://www.jacobimages.com/2012/08/providing-educational-opportunities-to-scavenger-children>
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The schools have large hinterland of space,and 
most of them are on the side of the main road.
It can be used as transport nodes connecting 
local communities.
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Permeable Social Network
_Manpower tricycle

III. Potentials
3.     Four Potentials
3-c     Permeable Social Network

The existing transport and social network 
of tricycle will be the foundation of the new 
system,connecting the new implant activities.

Tricycle is the local transportation everywhere.Compared to public transportation systems 
and general dealers,they have much more higher mobility and accessibility.Because of 
human driving,it not only forms a permeable transport network,but also has a very 
special social features. 

It can still work under extreme environmental 
conditions,showing the importance and its 
irreplaceable.

<http://www.thecyclingcanadian.com/random-thoughts-on-the-philippines/>
<http://darkroom.baltimoresun.com/2012/08/august-10-photo-brief-with-a-human-pyramid-agent-orange-and-olympics-
day-14/massive-cleanup-begins-in-flood-hit-manilla/#PhotoSwipe1465671114212>
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Infrastructure of Micro-self-healing
_Time accumulation

III. Potentials
3.     Four Potentials
3-d     Infrastructure of Micro-self-healing

The new system will be found at the edge 
of residential space,trying to soften the 
relationship between man-made and natural 
environment.

Resilient and sustainable not only belongs to humans.When the living space conflict 
with the natural environment,we should use soft way to establish a common interface.
Through the passage of time,it will have a good long-term impact on both sides.

Geological conditions are not suitable for the 
development of high-rise buildings.When the 
land was already occupied,the new living space 
can only be built on the coastal areas.

<http://www.indonesiatravelingguide.com/sulawesi-traditional-villages/central-sulawesi-togian-islands-
malenge/>
<DESIGNING RESILIENCE IN ASIA 2016 International Design Competition and Symposium report>
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The settlement began to develop from the city 
center,gradually moved inland,then expanded 
to the coastal areas,and developed a special 
linear settlement space,expanding to the both 
sides from the main road.

28



Self-healing System
_Existing process

III. Potentials
4.     Self-healing System
4-a     Existing Process

The current situation of the system is that most of the waste producers(homes, 
stores,schools......)package the waste and place on the roadside without categorize.The 
government send the trucks to collect,conveying to private recycling sites to classify.
The non-recyclable ones will be disposaled and permanently stacked at the private 
dumpsites,and the recyclable ones will be remanufactured in the private factories,back 
into commodities markets.
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JUNK SHOP

INDUSTRIAL PROCESS
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Disengagement
Residents rarely have the chance to intervene the process,and do not understand 
the importance of it,resulting in a serious lack of concept"start from their 
own,preservation of the environment."

_Existing problems

III. Potentials
4.     Self-healing System
4-b     Existing Problems

The waste recycling system,closed involved in all aspects of social affairs,once the 
system has some problems,the influences will be very wide.

 
Vicious cycles
The susbstances,especially plastic objects,constantly switch roles in the 
markets,users,intermediary plants,and reproduce factories, caused the closed 
vicious cycle.

 
Polluted sources
The waste be diposaled in the living space and the dumpsites will be brought back 
to the river due to periodic flooding,casued environmental pollution,and intensify the 
severity of floods.
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JUNK SHOP

INDUSTRIAL PROCESS

Residential Store School River Junk Shop Recycling Site Landfill Factory
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Flooding After Flooding

After Flooding
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IV.  Design Strategies

Flooding After Flooding

After Flooding
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IV. Design Strategies
1.     Macro-systematic Strategies

Flooding to Micro-material/social Flow

Macro-systematic Strategies

In the new micro-self healing system,school will be the core of the space,and connect 
to other different activity spaces by tricycle transport and social network.The periodic 
flooding cause material and social flow,continuously generate new interface between the 
artificial and natural boundaries.

The entire system can not only reduce the impact of disasters,but also create the new 
material and social relashonships.

The system wil l  be set in the interface 
of flood prone area and the direction of 
drain,generating new relationship by the 
periodic flood events.
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Knowledge as Community Catalyst Permeable Social Network Infrastructure of Micro-self-healing

The school will be the core space of the new 
system,and become the various regional 
organization.

The existing transport and social network 
of tricycle will be the foundation of the new 
system,connecting the new implant activities.

The new system will be found at the edge 
of new residential space,trying to soften the 
relationship between man-made and natural 
environment.
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IV. Design Strategies
2.     Micro-systematic Strategies

NATURE ECOLOGICAL PROCESS
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Flooding After Flooding

After FloodingMicro-systematic Strategies

Break vicious cycles
School as a new processing center,making the more friendly use of material,in the 
same time,achieve the educational function.

Polluted sources reduction
Retrieving long-necglected pollutants through natural forces of flood and tricycle 
network,and reduce pollution to the environment.

Engagement
New micro-self healing system make up for the shortcomings of the original system,and 
let residents actually involved in waste processing.
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JUNK SHOP

INDUSTRIAL PROCESS

Residential Store School River Junk Shop Recycling Site Landfill Factory
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residential
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IV. Design Strategies
3.     Micro-social Strategies

Micro-social Strategies

Local experience of life as basis,then put into new activities.Combining the existing 
activities and the new ones to create an innovative series of activity.The most important 
thing is that by this way,residents can be naturally integrated into new micro-self-
healing system.
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IV. Design Strategies
4.     Micro-materiality/structural Strategies
4-a     Public Space Unit

Public Space Unit

Metals,woods,canvases and plants which were separated from the original buildings 
when flooding,can be used to make the repetitive public space unit.According to the 
needs of activities to arrange as different forms of space.
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Private Space Unit

Similarly,using wood,bamboo,plant fibres,cable and other materials which can be 
easily found in locals.Through a very simple construction method,residents can 
form a living space unit by themselves.It can also be assembled into larger living space 
depending on the number of family members.

IV. Design Strategies
4.     Micro-materiality/structural Strategies

4-b     Private Space Unit
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V.  Detail Design
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V. Detail Design
1.     Micro-activity Prototype
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JUNK SHOP
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V. Detail Design
1.     Micro-activity Prototype
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JUNK SHOP
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Coastal
Washing Space

V. Detail Design
1.     Micro-activity Prototype
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JUNK SHOP

Residential

single small family community
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V. Detail Design
2.     Master Plan

new residential

school
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school

tricycle terminal

new residential

eco-filter
ecological social space

existing residential

Master Plan

After the processing of micro-self-healing,there will be a friendly eco-filter between the 
city and nature.The existing waste polluted areas will be improved and turn into an 
ecological social space.

eco-filter

eco-filter
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V. Detail Design
3.     Healing Logic
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School Plaza

Useing the exist ing school,and 
find an open space outside the 
campus as the extension of the 
act iv i t ies.Breaking the campus 
boundary,through the activi t ies 
of micro-self-healing,generating 
more opportunities for students and 
residents to interact.

Tricycle Terminal

Choose the position that tricycles 
often parked and gathered to set 
the rest stop,and be the location 
collecting waste at the same time.
Through the permeable transport 
network,it can be more efficient and 
achieve a social purpose.
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V. Detail Design
3.     Healing Logic
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New Residential`

Continue to develop vertically outer 
from the existing residential,and 
choose the gap position that can 
connect to the inland circulation.
Through linear space to improve 
border situation with timing.

Coastal Area

Parallel to the coastalline,vertical 
to the direction of flow,and choose 
the flood prone areas at the lower 
position,as artificial and natural soft 
interface.
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School Plaza

V. Detail Design
4.     Healing Scenario
V. Detail Design
4.     Healing Scenario
4-a     School Plaza
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Tricycle Terminal

V. Detail Design
4.     Healing Scenario
4-b     Tricycle Terminal
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New Residential

V. Detail Design
4.     Healing Scenario
4-c     New Residential
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Coastal Area

V. Detail Design
4.     Healing Scenario

4-c     Coastal Area
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phase 4 phase 3 phase 2

VI. Phasing
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Phasing

phase1: Set the stick and net in the right direction as the original anchor and filter of the infrastructure.
phase2: Collecting waste that spread in the public space after flooding,through many times of cleaning,the   
              amount of waste in the city will be significantly reduced.
phase3: After cleaning most of the waste,the soil and organic substances will be deposited near by the 
              net,and becoming a narrow shape natural dike between artificial and nature.

phase4: Many years later,after repeated cleaning and deposition,the dike will be widened and becoming a 
              riverside park,through their own efforts,residents improve the environment and create a new  
              social space by themselves.

phase 1
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Micro Life Style

eco-filter coastal washing process

ecological social spacenatural wetland
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residential organic farming residential eco-filtercoastal area

ecological social spacelocal living space
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Micro Life Style

community vertical garden waste-managing space public

river new waste recycling system
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public main road waste-processing space drying space

new waste recycling systemtransporting
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JUNK SHOP

Micro Life Style

junkshop

organic cultivation(filter interface)

fish pond
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recycling site

existing waste recycling process

dumpsite/landfill remake factory
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